Issue.5
Pegatron eyes up to $1 billion Indonesia
investment to assemble Apple phone chips:
deputy minister.
JAKARTA (Reuters) - Taiwan’s Pegatron has
signed a letter of intent stating it intends to
invest 10-15 trillion rupiah ($695 million to $1
billion) in an Indonesian factory to assemble
“chips for Apple smartphones”, Indonesia’s
deputy industry minister said on Tuesday.

SEMICON SEA 2019 inaugural
Hosted VIP Buyer Business
Program.
Business matching of more than
30 international buyers with over
150 exhibitors onsite with
estimated sales generation of
more than USD350 million.

Pegatron plans to assemble the phone chips in
partnership with Indonesian electronics
company PT Sat Nusapersada at a factory on
the island of Batam, Deputy Minister Warsito
Ignatius told Reuters.
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Breaking News: Huawei loses access to
Android license, effective immediately
(current devices safe)
Issue.5

Moving Singapore into the 5G radar
SINGAPORE is reputed as the centre of South-east Asia's business and
technology. And with good reason - it is widely seen as one of the world's most
innovative economies, possesses a highly-skilled talent pool and has a worldclass digital infrastructure that lets businesses (especially those within tech) hit
the ground running as soon as they are set up.
As it gears up for the next industrial wave and to meet its Smart Nation
ambitions, Singapore is underscoring its tech prowess by being one of the first
countries in Asia to roll out 5G technologies. And - no matter if it is big or small
- Singapore tends to do things with a long-term plan in place, especially when it
involves new developments that may profoundly impact its business
ecosystem..

After a day of speculations and concerns over the
future of Huawei and their consumers. The US
Department of Commerce has temporarily
uplifted the ban on trade with Huawei to help the
company serve its consumers without any
disruption and let the company prepare for tough
times ahead.
The license is uplifted till August 19, 2019, to help
Huawei continue to serve its customers during the
time of migration. The temporary license uplift
means that Huawei will be able to work with
Google, Intel, Qualcomm and other companies
which had to stop working with Huawei, as a
result of trade blacklist with the company.
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Issue.5
Transforming a business to secure the future
Since 2006, Component Technology and A*Star have worked on several industrial
projects together and co-developed 27 key technologies in wire bond inspection.

TRANSFORMATION is the latest
buzzword
for
Singapore
businesses,
but
Component
Technology has been ahead of the
game for several years now.
Now an original equipment
manufacturer, the company had
been distributing
machinery
to
the
local
semiconductor industry for more
than...

Micron Tech output up this year despite slide
in Singapore exports
Fab maker takes ups and downs in its stride;
sees 5G driving five-to-seven-year electronics
growth cycle.
CUTBACKS have been made across the Micron
Technology portfolio, but chief business officer
Sumit Sadana has reiterated the multinational's
commitment to its footprint here.
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